
Alternative approahes for moisture onvergene omputation in AladinFilip Vá¬aCHMI/ONPP LACE Otober 14, 2010�le : MoistureConv.tex1 MotivationDuring extensive evaluation of the new Aladin/CE model domain with inreased resolution (∆x=4.7 km, 87vertial levels and dt=180 s ompared to referene operational version with ∆x=9 km, 43 model levels anddt=360 s) some spurious granularity in preipitation �elds was observed (for typial example see �gure 1).The presene of this pattern was onluded to be relatively weather dependent, being exlusively linked to theexistene of weak or medium onvetion ativity. However the relative organization and large wide harater ofthe phenomena led originally to its wrong assoiation with the model dynamis. (The turbulene and shallowonvetion shemes have been �nally found to be the primary soures explaining this noise.) Related to this,among some other tests of model dynamis, the so alled moisture onvergene delivered by model dynamisto losure the onvetion sheme was also reviewed with respet.The present method of omputing the moisture onvergene is in a way Eulerian advetion of moisture. Likethat it might be a�eted by aliasing in the presene of linear trunation. Moreover it also requires the moisture�eld (i.e. spei� humidity) to be transformed to spetral spae in order to deliver horizontal derivatives.This when onsidering the moisture �eld as very inhomogeneous may lead to erroneous omputation of itsderivatives.This report aims to summarize the experiments done for the moisture onvergene omputation. They all weredone with the "noisy" turbulene sheme (using Louis funtion and inter-time-step memory through diagnosed
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@yaga Thu Sep 30 14:38:18 2010 [./ICMSHAL00+0036 ./ICMSHAL00+0042]Figure 1: 6 hours umulative preipitation after 42 hours of foreast of Aladin/CE 4.7km1



and adveted and di�used TKE). Like that the preipitation �elds as generated by the model were very sensitiveto the way of moisture proesses parametrization, inluding the moisture onvergene omputation.Although all results presented hereafter are from one partiular simulation (LACE domain, Alaro physis) theonlusions were on�rmed to be generally valid. This ase was however seleted for its very spetaularresults in all disussed aspets.2 MethodsAs the alternative to the existing way of omputation moisture onvergene through spetral moisture (NCOMP_CVGQ=0)four other ways were explored:1. To ompute moisture onvergene in (3D) Lagrangian way at the end of previous timestep (using theode under model option NCOMP_CVGQ=2 and storing it between timesteps in the GFL �eld YCVGQ). Insuh a ase there is no need to transform moisture to spetral spae so it is treated as pure grid-point�eld only here.2. The same as above just the GFL �eld keeping the adveted moisture is in addition smoothed by theSLHD di�usion.3. New option NCOMP_CVGQ=3 has been oded o�ering the possibility to ompute the horizontal ompo-nents of moisture advetion by grid-point formula of 4th order using pseudo-staggering (to omply withA-grid). The used formula an be illustrated by following expression of x-omponent of the moistureonvergene (indexes stay here for the grid point positions):
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]The vertial part is then omputed in the exatly same way as in the referene solution. The beauty ofthis option is that it doesn't require that the spei� humidity �eld is treated as a spetral �eld. Heneit is also treated as pure grid-point quantity in this ase.4. The same as the previous option with the di�erene that the moisture is treated as spetral �eld. Thismeans that the moisture �eld is onverted to the spetral spae and bak being slightly a�eted by thespetral �t deleting the 2∆x waves.Note that options 1 and 2 are theoretially free from any aliasing. In a ase it plays some role, one shoulddetet it as the di�erene between those results and the referene. Option 4 then ompared to the refereneshows the impat of spetral derivatives whih might be subjet of Gibbs e�et in assoiation with steepinhomogeneities. Comparison of options 3 and 4 then gives the idea about the impat of spetral �t and 2∆xwaves ut-o� on spei� humidity �eld.3 ResultsFigure 2 illustrates the di�erent results obtained with the settings 1-4. They an be ompared with thereferene result of the 1 �gure.The plots on �gure 2 are too small to allow detailed investigation of the results. However two points anbe seen already there (justifying the reason why �gure 2 is presented here): First, in general the areas ofpreipitations are very similar for all tested ways of moisture onvergene. Knowing that this spei� ase is2
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@yaga Thu Sep 30 14:38:33 2010 [./ICMSHAL04+0036 ./ICMSHAL04+0042]Figure 2: 6 hours umulative preipitation after 42 hours of foreast of Aladin/CE 4.7km withtests 1-4 from top left to down right.very sensitive to any hange in the model setup (with respet to simulated onvetion) just illustrates thatall methods are o�ering very omparable results. The seond issue to be notied here is however the abilityof the Lagrangian methods to reate some �ow-dependent strutures in preipitation �eld. This espeiallyan be notied in rotating yloni area over the western Ukraine. There the preipitation patterns evidentlyfollow wind streams. The Eulerian methods quite missing those rotating harater in the same area. This isevidently the onsequene of the fat that the CFL riterion is broken there. To support this assumption, thereferene run was re-launhed with half timestep (i.e. 90s instead of 180s). As it an be seen in �gure 3 in thisase also the Eulerian methods starts to deliver some �ow-dependent bands of preipitation in a way similarto those omputed by Lagrangian way. The noisy pattern of the Eulerian runs than perhaps an be assoiatedto the aliasing.Previous seems to favored the Lagrangian way of omputation. However loser look to the mountainousregions or plaes with ative development (like above the Ukraine in the relatively �at area) as illustratedby zoomed �gure 3 shows some strange spots in preipitations when omputed by Lagrangian way. Thisseems to be rather result of the Lagrangian method assoiating moisture onvergene from previous time-step(thus omputed from t − ∆t model variables) with the physis based on model variables from time t. Thistendeny is even further ampli�ed by SLHD applied to moisture onvergene (being one again driven by �owdeformation omputed at t − ∆t) in experiment 2. This is in a way just on�rmation of the origin of thementioned inonsisteny.The di�erenes between experiment 1 and 2 are otherwise very small, so it is evident that despite pronouningthe mentioned inonsisteny, impat of SLHD to smoothing moisture onvergene has just osmeti harater.3
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@yaga Thu Oct 14 08:29:16 2010 [./ICMSHAL01+0036 ./ICMSHAL01+0042]Figure 3: 6 hours umulative preipitations (zoomed area) after 42 hours of foreast of Aladin/CE4.7km with referene method (dt=180 s) on left, the same with halved time step (dt=90 s) inthe middle and Lagrangian way of moisture omputation (experiment 1) on right.Perhaps more tests (or parallel runs for longer period) would be desirable to make any onlusion about that.Perhaps more surprising seems to be the good onsisteny between referene run and experiments 3 and 4. Itis evident that at least based on this sensitivity experiment the three ways are very omparable. This in a wayalso on�rms that spetral method doesn't seem to be ontaminated by Gibbs waves in terms of the moistureonvergene omputation. The spetral �t with the ut-o� of the shortest 2∆x wave has evidently nearly noimpat to the results.All four methods were also further evaluated with respet to their performane (orretness) in lower resolution.In this respet they all seem to deliver omparable results with their higher resolution simulations. This is
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@yaga Thu Oct 14 08:21:28 2010 [./ICMSHAL04+0036 ./ICMSHAL04+0042]Figure 4: 6 hours umulative preipitations (zoomed area) after 42 hours of foreast of Aladin/CE4.7km with tests 1-4 from top left to down right for zoomed area.4



espeially surprising for the methods 3 and 4, using relatively wide stenil (5 times 5 points) for moisture soone would expet to �nd there some redution of onvetion ativity being result of smoothing over thosewide stenils. Perhaps 45 km wide stenil for the 9 km resolution is still "small" enough to be not a�eted bythis e�et.4 ConlusionFive di�erent ways of moisture onvergene omputation were evaluated here for the Aladin model (and itstime step organization). None of them was found fully appropriate to every situation. The Eulerian wayseem to be a�eted by broken CFL riterion, so it doesn't perform well for areas with strong wind. (Forboth investigated model on�guration the limiting horizontal speed over whih the moisture riterion starts todeliver inorret results is around 25 m/s. And perhaps in this ase the vertial CFL is even more important,with steep slopes and very high vertial resolution with 87 model levels.) In addition the small sale informationmight be also onsequene of aliasing.The Lagrangian way su�ers from the inonsisteny between moisture onvergene and model physis. Thisould be improved by rearranging the time-step organization in the way that physis is omputed after dynamis,so both moisture onvergene and physis are omputed by using the same time level model variables (like itis the ase in IFS or Hirlam models). But this is indeed out of the sope of this study.The Eulerian way perhaps seems to be still preferable solution out of the two. It delivers inaurate resultsonly for areas with strong (large sale) vertial motions or horizontal wind exeeding 25 m/s. For those there'sfurther a hope that onvetion is not the dominating foring there. The Lagrangian way for Aladin time-steporganization with higher resolution means that the inonsisteny might play inreasing role. This was alsoexperimentally on�rmed by deteting muh more "spotty" areas in higher resolution run ompared to thelower resolution one.It is evident that none of the two methods is ideal. Natural ure would be to rearrange time-step organizationand apply the Lagrangian method. But perhaps muh simpler way to solve the existing problem would be tointrodue a prognosti treatment for the onvetive losure as it is planned for the 3MT sheme.Another outome from this study shows that the grid-point and spetral methods are both sienti�allyfully appropriate for investigated sales. While however spetral method is relatively e�ient (requiring onlyseveral transpositions prior to omputations in various model spaes) the 5x5 points stenil required for grid-point derivatives implies either additional ommuniation or multipliation of model arrays when aiming thedistributed omputing arhitetures. Like that the spetral solution is still the most e�ient one1.

1For the reason of ompliated data-�ow and not really useful results (i.e. o�ering no extra quality on top ofthe existing model options) the NCOMP_CVGQ=3 ode was not promoted to the ommon soure ode.5


